
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 7

Introduction
This week you are to review a forensic report (see below) and verify its findings using 
Sleuthkit. The image of the floppy disc may be obtained from the following link:

http://old.honeynet.org/scans/scan24/image.zip

This file has an MD5 hash of:

b676147f63923e1f428131d59b1d6a72

Forensic Report

T O O L S  U S E D
Autopsy 2.0.8 (based on Sleuthkit 2.52) was used to perform this forensic analysis within a 
Linux 2.6 (ie. Ubuntu Hardy) operating system environment.

S E T U P  A N D  I M A G E  V E R I F I C A T I O N
The image.zip file was downloaded from the HoneyNet site and its MD5 sum validated us-
ing md5sum. The file was then unzipped using unzip and the unzipped file’s MD5 hash 
was calculated (again using md5sum) to be:

ac3f7b85816165957cd4867e62cf452b

I N V E S T I G A T I O N
A new Autopsy case was created containing a copy of the unzipped image (the image was 
added to the case in such a way that the images MD5 hash was calculated and validated 
against the MD5 hash value ac3f7b85816165957cd4867e62cf452b). The image was de-
tected as being a FAT12 filesystem (which do not use timezone data).

Using Autopsy’s file browsing, the contents of the image were then reviewed. The image 
displayed the following three files present within the root of the filesystem:

• cover page.jpgc

• Jimmy Jungle.doc (deleted)

• Scheduled Visits.exe
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These files were examined in alphabetical order.

C O V E R  P A G E . J P G C

Selecting this file showed a type of PC formated filesystem.

The file had the unusual looking extension of jpgc. It was not clear why c had been ap-
pended to the extension jpg.

Looking at the metadata for this file (ie. directory entry number 8), we see that this file only 
uses sector 451 and has a size of 15585 bytes.

Since each sector has a size of 512 bytes, we have that this file should occupy:

⎡15585 / 512⎤= 31 sectors

and have:

512*31 - 15585 = 287 bytes of slack space.

Viewing a hexdump of this file showed the presence of 512 bytes of #F6 characters. This 
further supports the theory that something has been done to this file or its FAT entry.

J I M M Y  J U N G L E . D O C

Selecting this file showed a type of Microsoft Office Document, consistent with its file ex-
tension.

Looking at the metadata for this file (ie. directory entry number 5), we see that this file 
starts at sector 33 and has a size of 20480 bytes.

Since each sector has a size of 512 bytes, we have that this file should occupy:

⎡20480 / 512⎤= 40 sectors.

This calculation is consistent with the recovery of sectors 33-72 by Autopsy (assuming that 
sectors had been allocated sequentially to the file). Looking at the FAT for this image, we 
see that only the following sectors are recorded as allocated:

• sectors 73-103

• sectors 104-108

Since sectors 33-72 are not currently allocated within the FAT, this is again consistent with 
these sectors belonging to this deleted file.

This file should have:
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512*40 - 20480 = 0 bytes of slack space.

Exporting this file and viewing it with a Microsoft word application allowed its full contents 
to be viewed (in particular, the address of Joe Jacob’s supplier is discovered). The ex-
ported file had the MD5 hash of:

b775eb6a4ccc319759d9aaae1e340acc

S C H E D U L E D  V I S I T S . E X E

Selecting this file showed a file type of Zip archive data, at least v2.0 to extract, which is 
inconsistent with the files extension.

Export was used to save this file to disk. The resulting file had an MD5 hash of:

082a5cc64deea22a3a580ffbb5a6fa66

Attempts at uncompressing this file using unzip resulted in a End-of-central-directory sig-
nature not found error being reported. This could be due to a corrupt zip file or missing file 
data.

Looking at the metadata for this file (ie. directory entry number 11), we see that this file 
starts at sector 104 and has a size of 1000 bytes.

Since each sector has a size of 512 bytes, we have that this file should occupy:

⎡1000 / 512⎤= 2 sectors.

This calculation is consistent with the allocation of sectors 104 and 105 from within the 
FAT.

However, looking at the actual FAT table shows that sectors 104-108 have been allocated, 
but only sectors 104 and 105 are recorded as being used within the files metadata. If the 
file size had been tampered with, this would account for a reduction in the size of the zip 
file.

We now export the contents of sectors 104-108 and save the resulting file to disk. This 
new file has an MD5 hash of:

4e0be275e3040701145e3235dd43ea4a

Attempts at unzipping this file with unzip now proceed without errors, but we are now 
prompted for a password. This is consistent with the contents of the text found within the 
file Jimmy Jungle.doc.
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C O V E R  P A G E . J P G C  R E V I S I T E D

Reviewing the contents of the FAT table, we see that sectors 33-72 are occupied by Jimmy 
Jungle.doc and sectors 104-108 are occupied by Scheduled Visits.exe. This leaves sec-
tors 73-103 as being recorded as allocated but so far unaccounted for.

Sectors 73-103 accounts for a total of 31 sectors. This is consistent with the previously 
calculated size for the file cover page.jpgc.

Looking at the contents of sectors 73-103 in Autopsy, we see that the header to this file 
contains JFIF and starts with the hex value #FFD8FFE0 (see 
http://www.obrador.com/essentialjpeg/headerinfo.htm). Both are consistent with the 
view that these sectors contain JPG data.

The metadata for this file indicates it ends at byte offset 15584 within this collection of sec-
tors. If this is a JPG file, then we would expect bytes 15583 and 15584 to be #FFD9  (ie. a 
valid JPG end of file marker). This is indeed the case, adding further support to the theory 
that sectors 73-103 contain our JPG file.

Examining the slack space within sector 103, we find the string pw=goodtimes. This string 
is added to our list of passwords for attempting a bruteforce attack upon the file contents of 
sectors 104-108.

These sector contents have been extracted and their MD5 hash is calculated as:

28cfe7fe68f5b13071a2ce0b87ff1e9b

S C H E D U L E D  V I S I T S . E X E  R E V I S I T E D

A brute force attack upon the recovered contents of this file (ie. sectors 104-108) show that 
goodtimes is indeed the password for decompressing this file. This allows us to extract the 
file Scheduled Visits.xls. Its MD5 hash is calculated as:

0988df42266ff538fb6101e7bc9d8e05

Opening this file in Microsoft excel reveals a list of high schools and dates.

R E M A I N I N G  D I S K  S P A C E

Examining the remaining sectors on the image shows that the sectors only contain the hex 
values #00 and #F6.
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Appendix: Police Report
The scenario is: Joe Jacobs, 28, was arrested yesterday on charges of selling illegal drugs 
to high school students. A local police officer posed as a high school student was ap-
proached by Jacobs in the parking lot of Smith Hill High School. Jacobs asked the under-
cover cop if he would like to buy some marijuana. Before the undercover cop could an-
swer, Jacobs pulled some out of his pocket and showed it to the officer.  Jacobs said to the 
officer "Look at this stuff, Colombians couldn't grow it better! My supplier not only sells it 
direct to me, he grows it himself." 

Jacobs has been seen on numerous occasions hanging out at various local high school 
parking lots around 2:30pm, the time school usually ends for the day. School officials from 
multiple high schools have called the police regarding Jacobs' presence at their school 
and noted an increase in drug use among students, since his arrival.

The police need your help. They want to try and determine if Joe Jacobs has been selling 
drugs to students at other schools besides Smith Hill. The problem is no students will 
come forward and help the police. Based on Joe's comment regarding the Colombians, 
the police are interested in finding Joe Jacob's supplier/producer of marijuana. 

Jacobs has denied selling drugs at any other school besides Smith Hill and refuses to pro-
vide the police with the name of his drug supplier/producer. Jacobs also refuses to validate 
the statement that he made to the undercover officer right before his arrest. Upon issuing a 
search warrant and searching of the suspect's house the police were able to obtain a small 
amount of marijuana. The police also seized a single floppy disk, but no computer and/or 
other media was present in the house. 

The police have imaged the suspect's floppy disk and have provided you with a copy. They 
would like you to examine the floppy disk and provide answers to the following questions. 
The police would like you to pay special attention to any information that might prove that 
Joe Jacobs was in fact selling drugs at other high schools besides Smith Hill.  They would 
also like you to try and determine if possible who Joe Jacob's supplier is.

Jacob's posted bail set at $10,000.00. Afraid he may skip town, the police would like to get 
him locked up as soon as possible. 
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